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The Silicon Valley Mathematics Initiative offers the following professional development opportunities for our member school districts. Coaching InstituteInitial summer professional development for teachers to introduce them to the training experience. SVMIMonthly Professional Development Meeting professional development for coaches and teams of teachers, including training
on the findings of the MARS performance assessment. Math Network MeetingsProfessional development for math coaches on math content, teaching strategies, and learning theory. MACMeetings General Meeting of district managers and math coaches to review MARS performance assessments, discuss administration policies, and review preliminary assessment results.
Lesson StudyTeams of teachers collaborates with math coaches to research, plan, teach and/or observe, and analyze math lessons. Leadership InstituteIntensive training in math content and pedagogy for coaches and district leaders that appears during spring and summer. MAC Related EventsTraining for new scorers, scoring leaders, and trainers on MARS performance
assessments. Be a leader in Ed Math! The Master program of Mathematics Education at SF State is being recruited now. To register go to and click on Degree, Certificate, Credentials and Programs &amp;amp; ma Mathematics Education. Bay Area Mathematics Project Summer InstituteWeek-long Summer Institutes, plus follow-up days in the school year, focuses on the five
dimensions of Teaching for Strong Understanding (TRU) in Mathematically Strong Classrooms: Mathematics, Cognitive Demand, Access, Agency/Authority/Identity, and Formative Assessment.Each week discusses the most relevant CCSS-M shifts with grades 6–8 and 9–12. TRANSFORMATIONAL GEOMETRY 6 TO 10 JULY 2015 (HS 9-12) FOLLOW UP: 17/10/15 &amp;
2/6/16 Let's learn how to help students use geometric transformations to connect concepts of congruence, similarity, symmetry, structure and evidence. Gretchen Muller, Patrick Callahan, and Emiliano Gomez will lead the Institute in the Wooden Island Auditorium, 80 Sir Francis Drake Blvd East, Larkspur, CA 94939. PROPORTIONAL REASONINGJULY 20 TO 24, 2015 (MS 6-8)
FOLLOW-UP: 10/24/15 &amp; 2/27/16 Learn how unit levels, constantity, and rate of change connect many high school concepts and lay the foundation for algebra and high school geometry. Carmen Whitman and Karen Mayfield-Ingram will lead the Institute at Mills College, 5000 MacArthur Blvd., Oakland, CA 94613. REGISTRATION FOR SUMMER INSTITUTES IS
$150/PERSON. Enrolments include: • Instruction by experts• High leverage class strategies• Specific strategies for developing students' math identity• High-quality resources• Lunch every day iPad mini for the first 30 participants to enroll in each instituteFor high-quality resources• Daily lunch• iPad mini for the first 30 participants to enroll in each instituteFor instituteFor information
and to register, download this flyer. Opportunities to Teach AbroadEdukasi Sumut looking for creative and innovative math educators who are experienced in training other teachers to succeed in their classrooms. Education Northwest—a professional research, consulting, and development organization, and an Education Development Center have exciting opportunities for you!
They recruited 80 master teachers to facilitate intensive, transformational and successful face-to-face professional development. This two-day training will be delivered during the summer months of July and August throughout the school serving our military families here and abroad. Interested in traveling in and out of the United States? Please submit your application no sooner
than 31 or for more information contact Steve Underwood atLSteve.Underwood@educationnorthwest.org.More information here. Flyers here. Learn about the Mathematically Powerful Classroom dimension, engage in rich tasks about reasoning with data, and engage with social justice in math classes! 20-June 24, 2016, in San Meteo. Credit speech is available. More information
here. Invitation to Participate in The Study of Teacher Absorption Professional Development and in Professional development designed for math teachers grades 8 – 10 UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES! Professional Development Teaching Math Practice: Modeling with Mathematics, 7 - 10 July 2015Participate in 4 sessions with instructional trainers during the 2015-2016 school year
Contribute to the profession by participating in this projectNo Fees for your tuition, lunch and parking for summer PD courses will be covered by the grant. Your compensation During your school year will be compensated for your time according to the extension of hourly payments for work above and beyond contractual days of up to $1000.For more information or to sign up,
email the kglennon@stanford.eduDownload the flyer here! Look forward to upcoming opportunities to learn more about Math TalksGrades K-12Prop A HoursCome find out why Math Talks is a typical strategy for the implementation of the SFUSD Core Math Curriculum. Thursday, April 9th, 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. This workshop is open to any middle or high school teacher. We will learn
and plan using statistics and/or units of probability that come towards the end of each course in secondary grade. C&amp;I (750 25th Avenue), Bungalow Room B2Register in Cornerstone Learn about modeling in secondary mathematics from three district teachers who helped write a high school modeling unit in the SFUSD's Core Math Curriculum. You'll experience modeling
assignments, discuss how to introduce modeling assignments to your students, and modeling units with colleagues. Teachers paid through Prop A funds Loading ... What it means ready for inexperienced world students? These questions drive continuous optimization of our globally sovereign and measurable curriculum designed to inspire mastery and excellence. By challenging
and equipping students with deep content knowledge and sharp organizational skills, we help them become more confident in their intellectual abilities. Ultimately, the BASIS Diploma prepares students to be participants, not spectators, in a dynamic, exciting and unpredictable world in the 21st century. We basically believe in setting a high bar for students and supporting them as
they work through advanced courses towards mastery. Because of our arts and liberal arts curriculum and expert teachers at the helm of our classrooms, students with a Diploma Base are positioned to be positive contributors on a global scale. They gather the in-depth content knowledge necessary to confront the unknown in the future with problem solving and proficient
ingenuity, and grow to love learning and pursue deeper understanding. Our students know: with great challenges comes great rewards. Read more about The Curriculum Base Philosophy of Early School Education*Elementary Year*Bridge Year*Year School Year Second YearHigh The humanities curriculum begins with the building blocks of literacy and quickly sets students a
strong foundation in reading, writing, and historical awareness. As the course evolved from self-awareness and community in the Early Years to integrating courses in history and English in the Primary Years, deeper content in the classics, and ultimately the society that has shaped today, basis curriculum students develop a deep and broad understanding of historical periods and
cultural differences, as well as the skills to analyze and critique all types of media representation. The Diploma base requires more credit in the humanities than any other discipline. All students take a high-level math course earlier than usual, and begin studying chemistry, physics, and biology as separate courses in grade 6. Graduates have passed all three sciences at the
Honors level and have completed and passed exams for at least one Advanced Placement® (AP) mathematics and one science course. We use a math curriculum rooted in saxon mathematics programs, starting one grade level ahead of the sequence. We believe students learn best when broader topics are introduced in smaller segments with enough time to practice new
additions. Spiral topics and homework problems give students plenty of practice and opportunities to strengthen fundamental skills. InterdisIPLINER Study Interdisciplinary Courses are present in program, from a special direct class in the Primary Year called Connections in which cross-subject discovery is the primary goal, to be developed and investigated independently Project.
We believe that teaching students to make connections across disciplines — to ask questions and find solutions and answers across traditional boundaries — inspires creative and independent thinking that prepares students for life and work in the 21st century. Outside of certain classes with explicit instruction in interdisciplinary studies, such as Connection courses, logic,
economics, high school options such as Medical History, and Senior Projects, all courses involve multiple levels of work across inquiry-based subjects. All BASIS Curriculum students learn a second language through grade 12. Students begin with Mandarin in the Early and Elementary Years, continue to Latin in the Bridge Year, and end with a mastery of Latin, Mandarin, French,
or Spanish in the Middle and Senior Years. Teaching a second language serves several functions beyond fluency and literacy in languages other than English. We embed ways to approach information, compose thoughts, reflect and build their vocabulary in English, and ultimately, expand students' worldview. This art inspires students to develop creative and innovative ideas,
encourages different modes of self-expression, and helps students create meaningful aesthetic connections between themselves and the world. At various points throughout the curriculum (and often simultaneously), students take classes in fine arts, performing arts, and music. Beginning in our early years, students explore a variety of themes of historical and contemporary
significance. The course is taught thematically, exploring how artists and learners respond to the concepts of Communication, Community, Movement, Technology, and Self. In grades 6 and above, art courses are offered as an option and offer students the opportunity to study instruments, participate in theatrical works, or research in depth the history and techniques of a particular
fine art. PHYSICAL EDUCATION &amp;amp; MOVEMENT IN THE BASIC Physical Education Curriculum and Study Program, students learn to maintain body health, lifestyle, and attitudes through physical activity, organized exercise, fitness, and dance. All BASIS students are required to attend Physical Education at the Beginning, Basic, and Bridge Years; in grades 7–12,
Physical Education is offered as an option. Many BASIS School Curriculum courses offer Movement in the lower grades as a complement to the more traditional physical education curriculum. In the Early and Primary Years, students take the necessary courses in Engineering, learning the basics of the engineering design process and how to apply that framework in various
aspects of academic and social life. In the Secondary Years, Academic Enrichment (AE) is introduced as an important component of the they meet with teachers and start homework. Home. it also has a wide selection of art-based options. Both AE and choice play an important role in the secondary school curriculum and often impact their Senior Project topic choices. College
Counseling, a senior year daily course taught by dedicated college counselors, is designed to organize students to succeed in planning their education outside the BASIS Curriculum School. HUMANITIES MATH &amp;amp; SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES LANGUAGE THE ARTS PHYSICAL EDUCATION &amp;amp; MOVEMENT ENRICHMENT &amp;amp;
ELECTIVES Helping students manage their school time and assignments effectively is at the core of the BASIC Diploma. One of our most important tools in developing students with lifelong habits for self-direction and disciplined critical questions is the Journal of Communication (CJ). At first glance, this is an analog daily planner, a tool adopted from an Eastern European
educational background from the founder of BASIS Curriculum Schools, Olga Block. In practice, this is the epicenter of our students' educational experience, their winning record, their defeat, and most importantly, their area for improvement. Our campus is usually closed to parents and families during the day as we focus on building student-teacher relationships. As such, CJ is
very important in helping families feel involved in their child's education. This is the first daily touchpoint between teachers and parents and acts as a starter for discussions at home between students and their families. CJ is central to our curricular philosophy of not posting homework or grades online, or removing students from conversations about their own education. It is a tool
that makes this philosophy a powerful growth opportunity for students to have their own academic and intellectual advancement. The Independent BASE of Silicon Valley really fulfilled what I expected in terms of all the courses, and the diverse community with all its programs. When people of different grades can work together and apply what we've learned in our school subjects
to putting together a competitive program and team, I think that's what's really stood out to me over the years. Our students critically question new concepts and they always amaze teachers with their curious personalities. It can also be seen in the clubs that our students have established, for example, the Neuroscience Club, as well as in the various courses our teachers offer to
foster the interest of our students, such as Cancer Biology, Differential Equations, and Anatomy. Our Expert Teachers in Subjects, Mathematics and Psychology Curriculum allow students to take courses that other schools do not. The breadth of the curriculum is astounding. From Oceanography Shakespeare, from Automata Theory to French Philosophy. This is a class that
prepares students for a life of intellectual curiosity. I really appreciate that our community cares about all students, not just their academics We strive to create an exhilarating environment where students want to work together to succeed, rather than be competitive. Everyone here cares about students on a personal level and wants to see them excel in all areas of life. Life.
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